English

Religious Education

Mathematics

We will be using the story of Beowulf, a story from
Anglo-Saxon times, to create our own stories. We will
be recapping the use of dialogue and associated punctuation, as well as thinking closely about the composition of our sentences to ensure we are developing
our use of adverbs, cohesive pronouns, adjectives ,
person and tense.

We will be examining the Creation and Fall
where we will look at the value of people
and what it means to be created in the image
of God.

We will start off revising and expanding our
knowledge of place value to include thousands. We
will be using formal methods for addition, subtraction,
multiplication and division and looking at how equipment can support us. There will continue to be a focus
on times tables. The children will also develop their
knowledge of 3D shape identification.

We will also be developing our use of different genres

PSHE
We will using our new syllabus ‘Jigsaw’
throughout the year , where we will be considering our reactions to new situations.

Science

Adventurous AngloSaxons

We will be developing our knowledge of electricity this
term through exploring how circuits are made, learning
how to draw circuits using the correct diagrammatic
symbols as well as practically building and experimenting with circuits construction. W will be discussing the conductivity of certain materials and labelling
materials using the terms insulator or conductor.
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Physical Education
Creative Arts
Using different mediums we will be looking at producing works of art that represent different themes. We
will explore different techniques to produce various
effects.
In Music will learn how to add music to a story by varying instruments, speed and dynamics to add to the sto-

We will be looking at gym skills and creating
routines.

Games
The children will be learning the associated
skills of attack and defence games

Humanities
We will be looking at how civilisations formed in the
British Isles through studying the ways and lifestyles of
the Anglo Saxons. We will be considering sources of
information and how people, particularly archaeologists and historians, use artefacts from the past to ‘tell
stories’ and form judgements about the way people
might have lived.

Computing
The children will be looking at E– safety where they will
learn to evaluate and effectively use information found
via the internet.

